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AHR Roundtable

Why Biography?
ALICE KESSLER-HARRIS

FOR YEARS I RESISTED THE NOTION that an individual life could spe
historical processes I was interested in exploring. Biography, I told m
to fiction than to history. It is, as the literary critic Catherine Parke
right next to fiction on library shelves and in the public's imaginat
an individual might instruct and entertain, I thought, but even at i
tell us as much as we might learn if we explored the issues with whic
was involved. Even feminist biographies, those that attended to "

the individual life and the condition of women in history," tended t

as background illumination.2 I think now that I was wrong-perh

way many biographies are written, but about what a historian can br

The doubts first began to creep into my head when I read Virgini
"The Art of Biography." As an art, Woolf tells us, biography is buil
imagination. But unlike fiction, she adds, "biography resides in f
by them," so it is "the most restricted of all the arts."3 Woolf foun

between the work of the novelist and that of the biographer her
"How can one cut loose from facts," she wrote in her diary while
on her own biography of Roger Fry, "when there they are contradi
ries."4 Fiction, Woolf averred, "is created without any restrictions s
artist ... chooses to obey." But a biography's authenticity "lies in
author's vision." This "very cruel distinction," thought Woolf, co
rapher to the role of a craftsman rather than that of an artist.5

The tension between the play of facts and the search for truth is f
historian: our bread and butter consists of the hunt for new and ill
Insofar as we imagine history to be a social science, the facts are
art rests on our interpretive skills, on the elegance with which we w

and old facts into persuasive arguments. If these arguments help

This essay is offered, with humble apologies, to Judith Babbitts, whom I once disc
what might have been a great biography. I extend grateful thanks to Susan War

Nancy Cott, the Schlesinger Library, and the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study
roles in my thinking on this topic.

1 Catherine Parke, Biography: Writing Lives (New York, 1996), xv.
2 Ibid., 90.
3 Virginia Woolf, Collected Essays (1925; repr., New York, 1967), 221.
4 Leonard Woolf, ed., A Writer's Diary: Being Extracts from the Diary of Virginia Woolf (New York,

1973), 281.
5 Woolf, Collected Essays, 221, 225, 221.
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ceptions of our readers about the world

novelist-turned-biographer, the historia
mounted. Rather, we tend to view them

stories; the building blocks of explanation

constitutes an appropriate or usable fact
Suppose, then, that we imagined the li

studied for its own sake, but as evidence t

past. Suppose that we could, as the great B
in his introduction to a biography of Will
the individual whom we wish to study. Ou
what Thompson calls "the nodal points of

and the social/political world, the world

object, as Thompson so succinctly put it, w

the world."6 The individual then turns
but capable of illuminating the past in n
I've been enticed to think this way partl
that have privileged subjective viewpoin
ration, and turned the collective memorie

many others of my generation, as I've com

to call "objective" standpoints and begun t
our subjects speak and write, I've paid incr

individual actor-not for what he or she

thoughts, language, and contests with the

skeptical about whether there is a "trut

notion that we are therefore engaged in o
Woolf put it this way: the biographer's fa

science-once they are discovered, alway
opinion; opinions change as the times ch
of the rest of us, like the miner's canary,
unreality, and the presence of obsolete con
and on tiptoe."'

In this spirit, I want to invert the questio
ine myself writing something perhaps bet

gon of the day, "biography not." My ob

tensions and contradictions (those are my
a relatively public person than it is an exp
us about the American past. Rather than o
ducing it in order to locate an individua

life helps us to make sense of a piece of th
the life. My claim is grandiose: I think an
into particular events but into the larger

cesses of a moment in time

For these purposes, Lillian Hellman is an astonishingly good subject. I am often
asked why I didn't choose to write about Frances Perkins or some other visible public
6 E. P. Thompson, Witness against the Beast: William Blake and the Moral Law (New York, 1993), xii, xix.

7 Woolf, Collected Essays, 226.
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figure who made a difference in the working-c
studying. Had I done that, perhaps I would now
past. But it is, I think, precisely because Hellma
dialogue with several of the key social and polit
her life intriguing. She offers access to four ar
the direction of twentieth-century American s
tion of sexual life and gender roles; the swirlin
challenge of socialism and communism and th

tuating and contested nature of identity and
newly vibrant culture of celebrity.

As I research and write, as I recuperate Hellm
the conflicts and the resonances around which

dissonance within her daily life (loud, self-p

articulated view of herself (southern, family-c
flicts generated by a frequently reaffirmed wo
its primary goal, and public perceptions of tho
tious. As I seek to identify the traditions withi
pieces of that tradition that are already eviden

of the tradition remained invisible, not just
Hellman herself. I am drawn to the complicat

feeling played in her life, not so much as eviden

social behavior and in fostering political com

I understand a little more fully the politics of
thing of their larger role in shaping the world
lectuals alike. My questions rotate not so much

was, or how alternately courageous and fearf
her anger, named it, and used it for political
I believe I can see something of the ideological

War America, and of the tensions that circ
agenda during her lifetime and after. Though
questions posed by the structure and charact

persona, I try to focus on its capacity to tell us
dialogue with a social and cultural and political
I chose Hellman, then, precisely because she s
Gone now for nearly a quarter of a century,

few of those who remember her do so neutr
markably resonant anger, amounting someti

that this small woman could loom so large in th

successive generations of Americans responde

she perceived as so fundamentally, so deeply ug
engaged activist, friend, and lover, she evoked

She has been the subject of several conventio
analysis, which together have exposed both the

attractions.8 I welcome these as releasing me fr

8 The best of these are Carl Rollyson, Lillian Hellman: H

and Deborah Martinson, Lillian Hellman: A Life with F
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we already know about her birth, her fa
discovered with mounting excitement w

the Hellman who touched on some of t

century American thought and behavior

torian is to examine the explicit and im
meated her life and underscored some of

century American culture. These contrad
scrutiny, the subject, alternately, of p
people have attracted such conflicting fi
of admiration and contempt; of anger an
thing of the currents of emotion that s
understand something of the American
These issues haunted me as I research

haps one extended example-her positi

lustrate what I mean by this.
Arguably, there is nothing more imp
century America than the transformation

fueled by changing patterns of consump
by the continuing struggle of women to

profound alteration of gendered relat
both its cause and its product.
In some ways, Hellman's life exemplif

leans in 1905, she grew up mostly in New

of every year in the South and retain

attended college briefly, and in 1924 wen
garde publishing house, where she enjoy

She married at age twenty, left her husb
then on what was to become a complicat

writer Dashiell Hammett. They lived a
each occasionally taking other partner

they remained committed to each other.

She achieved fortune and earned celebr
emotionally charged movie screenplays
the McCarthyist furor of the 1950s, she
in the 1970s with a series of three memo
wave feminists to idolize her, and a new
her. She died in 1984, blind, almost be
cusations of lying.
In many ways, this story tracks the em
the public sphere. And yet a closer exam
culture of modernity provided mixed m
members of the generation of women w
of feminists, Hellman seized the oppo
after World War I. In this new world, w

freedom and autonomy for granted. H

rogatives commonly associated with men
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pleasure; retaining a relationship with Hamm
also smoked, swore, and cursed with abandon
demanded loyalty above all else. In none of th
but her stubborn refusal to change as times
The sexual freedom that seemed so admirable

Depression of the 1930s become less comfort

unpatriotic. If some members of her rebellious
times, or growing just a bit older, settled into

riages-Hellman refused to change. And in rema

cultural norms. As she grew older and maint

the attention of young men, and occasionally s

beach near her house, admiration changed to

the times shifted in the 1960s: a younger genera

called sexual liberation turned to her emerging

lived to its own tune. Hellman's insistence on
morality once again drew admiration and re
changed. The times had.
In her lifetime, Hellman did everything d

achieved success on male terms, in a male arena

She wrote film scripts that have led to classic m
way hits. Her work spoke to some of the most p

including class and money, family unity, and p

resonance and are still regularly performed.
and those of Hammett after he died, into a
paying close attention to the business aspects

provide a comfortable lifestyle for herself for

bought and sold property, managed her inve
nancially when he could no longer support h

But accomplishments that in a male might ha

negative views of a woman. Despite a private an
causes and friends down on their luck, Hellman
generosity. Rather, she was commonly perceive
details, watching her pennies, and pleading pov
ically, critiqued for living luxuriously, wearing
hats, and modeling mink coats. By the 1970s, lat

used to describe her (many of which still res

greater negative inflection when applied to wom

popular imagination, she was greedy, selfish
loud, and abrasive. Undoubtedly she was all o

choose to defend her by citing the positive adje

ality. According to her friends, she was, afte
generous, and above all funny. Why, then, do t
the positives? What chord did she touch that le
friends) to identify her in such deprecating wa
her gravesite believing that once she was dead,
selves from her?
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As historians, we know that the emotio
biography) derives from the present day
judgment against Hellman (true or untru
of a woman's success story, even in the e

adjectives emerge? To what undercurren

by women as well as against other wom

venom directed at successful women, or
the explanation for Hellman's continui
the details of her own life. Why did she
fully, alter her behavior to conform t
Was her judgment of others so pitiless,
a constant and continuing stream of atta

how an unfolding life is called to acco

changes and the political tides turn? I bel

the weather change, the value systems
observe the engaged life struggle to m
I am not foolish enough to believe th
can be attributed to her female sex an
accepted gender boundaries. In her case
roots-all of these and more demand in
fosters engagement with a nexus of conc

meaning of lies, the function of identity

dimensions of women's freedom, and the

though Hellman resisted the idea of biog

She once refused to cooperate with a w

biography of her friend Dorothy Parker
life shows us much about their work. What difference can it make in the end? Most

of us live a life of accidents, anyway. It's all a form of gossip columns. A sort of
modern racket."9

But what if the subject of biography illuminates more than the personal? What
if the historian's biography can successfully see through the life-revealing how the
tensions in the life emerge from historical circumstance and speak to the historical

process? Such a biography might not satisfy Virginia Woolf's desire to write unconstrained by the facts, but it would surely teach us something about the political

and social conflicts that shaped the American past.
9 Lillian Hellman to William Maxwell, 1971, Folder 5, Box 45, Lillian Hellman Collection, Harry
Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin.

Alice Kessler-Harris teaches in the Department of History and the Institute for
Research on Women and Gender at Columbia University. She is the author,
most recently, of In Pursuit of Equity: Women, Men, and the Quest for Economic
Citizenship in Twentieth Century America (Oxford University Press, 2001) and
Gendering Labor History (University of Illinois Press, 2007). Her current project
is a biographical study of Lillian Hellman.
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